E3 ubiquitin (UB) ligases E4B and carboxyl terminus of Hsc70-interacting protein (CHIP) use a common U-box motif to transfer UB from E1 and E2 enzymes to their substrate proteins and regulate diverse cellular processes. To profile their ubiquitination targets in the cell, we used phage display to engineer E2-E4B and E2-CHIP pairs that were free of cross-reactivity with the native UB transfer cascades. We then used the engineered E2-E3 pairs to construct “orthogonal UB transfer (OUT)” cascades so that a mutant UB (xUB) could be exclusively used by the engineered E4B or CHIP to label their substrate proteins. Purification of xUB-conjugated proteins followed by proteomics analysis enabled the identification of hundreds of potential substrates of E4B and CHIP in human embryonic kidney 293 cells. Kinase MAPK3 (mitogen-activated protein kinase 3), methyltransferase PRMT1 (protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1), and phosphatase PPP3CA (protein phosphatase 3 catalytic subunit alpha) were identified as the shared substrates of the two E3s. Phosphatase PGAM5 (phosphoglycerate mutase 5) and deubiquitinase OTUB1 (ovarian tumor domain containing ubiquitin aldehyde binding protein 1) were confirmed as E4B substrates, and β-catenin and CDK4 (cyclin-dependent kinase 4) were confirmed as CHIP substrates. On the basis of the CHIP-CDK4 circuit identified by OUT, we revealed that CHIP signals CDK4 degradation in response to endoplasmic reticulum stress.

INTRODUCTION

E3 ubiquitin (UB) ligases C terminus of Hsc70-interacting protein (CHIP) and E4B are on the front line of defense against misfolded or damaged proteins in the cell by tagging them with UB and channeling them to the proteasome for degradation (1–3). The two E3s use a signature U-box domain to mediate UB transfer from an E1-E2 relay to their target proteins (4, 5). They play a key role in protein quality control; inadequate degradation of their substrates such as tau, huntingtin, and α-synuclein triggers Alzheimer’s disease, Huntington’s disease, and Parkinson’s disease, respectively (6, 7). Both E3s can elongate UB chains appended to cellular proteins by other E3s, a property termed “E4 ligation” (8, 9). For examples, the E3-E4 pair of parkin-CHIP ubiquitinating Pael-R (Pael receptor) and signals its degradation to relieve endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress in neuronal cells, and the E3-E4 pair of mouse double minute 2 (Mdm2)–E4B induces p53 degradation and promotes the survival of cancer cells (10, 11). The multifaceted roles of CHIP and E4B demand an investigation of their substrate profiles to reveal their roles in cell regulation.

CHIP and E4B run the last leg of the E1-E2-E3 relay in transferring UB to the cellular proteins. The large diversity of E3s (>600 in human cells) makes it a significant challenge to identify the direct substrates of a specific E3 in the cell. We developed a method termed “orthogonal UB transfer (OUT)” to profile E3 substrate specificity (12). OUT is used to transfer an engineered UB (xUB) through an engineered cascade (xE1-xE2-xE3) to the substrate proteins of a specific E3 (“x” designates engineered UB or UB transferring enzymes). To implement OUT, we need to engineer xUB-xE1, xE1-xE2, and xE2-xE3 pairs that are orthogonal (free of cross-reactivity) with native UB and the E1, E2, and E3 enzymes. We previously showed that we could generate xUB-xE1 and xE1-xE2 pairs with yeast E1 and E2 (Uba1 and Ubc1) (12). Here, we report that we can engineer xE2-xE3 pairs with E4B and CHIP to assemble full-length OUT cascades with the two E3s. We used the OUT cascades to identify the ubiquitination targets of E4B and CHIP in human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cells. On the basis of the substrate profiles generated by OUT, we found that CHIP plays an important role in regulating cyclin-dependent kinase 4 (CDK4) activity during ER stress.

RESULTS

Constructing an xUba1-xUbcH5b pair for the OUT cascade

We previously reported that an engineered yeast E1 (xUba1) could activate a UB mutant (xUB) and transfer it to an engineered yeast E2 (xUbc1) (Table 1 and fig. S1). We could thus use xUba1 and xUbc1 to assemble a two-step OUT cascade for xUB transfer (12). On the basis of the sequence homology between the human and yeast E1s, we generated human xUba1 by incorporating mutations Q608R, S621R, and D623R into the adenylation domain and mutations E1037K, D1047K, and E1049K into the UB fold domain (UFD) of human Uba1 (Table 1). This human xUba1 activates xUB to form xUB~xUba1 thioester conjugates (fig. S2A). We also introduced mutations K4E and K8E into UbcH5b based on the mutations in yeast Ubc1 and found that the UbcH5b mutant (xUbcH5b) could accept xUB from xUba1 (figs. S1D and S2A). This human xUba1-xUbcH5b pair did not cross-react with either native protein complement—Western blots of the crossover reaction showed that xUB could not be activated by the wild-type (wt) human Uba1, and vice versa, wt UB could not be activated by human xUba1. Furthermore, because of the mutations in the UFD domain, xUB could not be transferred from xUba1 to wt UbcH5b.
(fig. S2A). Thus, the activity of the human xUba1-xUbcH5b pair is completely orthogonal to the native E1-E2 pair in xUB transfer. In a recent report, we incorporated adenylation domain mutations into the two human E1s (Uba1 and Uba6) to activate xUB. We then paired xUB with either Uba1 or Uba6 mutant to differentiate the downstream ubiquitination targets of the two E1 enzymes (13).

**Engineering an xUbaH5b-xE4B pair for OUT**

E4B and CHIP engage UBC-E2 with their C-terminal U-box domains (5). U-boxes are 70-residue domains that share a similar fold to the RING domains found in most of the E3s (4, 14, 15). Both RING and U-box domains bind the N-terminal helix of the E2 with residues in loop1 (fig. S3) (16–20). The key difference between the two is that the RING domain relies on the chelation with two Zn\(^{2+}\) atoms to stabilize its fold, whereas the U-box domain relies on multiple hydrogen bonding and salt bridge interactions to fold properly (15). We found that xUB could not be transferred to the U-box domain of E4B, full-length CHIP, or the RING domains of E3s c-Cbl, Cbl-b, or Traf6 through the xUba1-xUbcH5b pair (fig. S2B) (17, 19, 21). Presumably, the mutations in the N-terminal helix of xUbcH5b (K4E and K8E) block the interaction of E2 with the wt U-box. To confirm this, we generated a Uba1 mutant, xUba1(UFD), which has a wt adenylation domain to activate wt UB but a mutated UFD domain to enable UB transfer to xUbcH5b (Table 1 and fig. S1). We found that xUba1(UFD) could load wt UB onto xUbcH5b but that xUbcH5b could not transfer wt UB to CHIP or the U-box of E4B (fig. S2C). This proves that the K4E and K8E mutations in the N-terminal helix of xUbcH5b blocked UB transfer from xE2 to U-box E3s.

The crystal structures of the E4B U-box in complex with UbcH5c and the CHIP U-box in complex with UbcH5a both suggest an important role for E2 residues K4 and K8 in binding the U-box loop1 residues (fig. S3) (16, 18). Because the E2-E3 interface is dynamic, the crystal structures serve as guidelines for interactions that may form in the solution (22, 23). In the complex of UbcH5c with the E4B U-box, K4 and K8 of E2 mainly engage loop1 residues R1233, L1236, M1237, D1238, and T1239 of the U-box (fig. S3, A and B) (16). We thus surmised that a U-box library of E4B with randomized residues at these sites could be used in combination with phage display to identify U-box mutants with restored UB transfer from xUbcH5b.

The E4B U-box functions as a monomer; hence, a library of this domain could be displayed on T7 phage to select for enhanced interaction with wt UbcH5c based on UB transfer (14, 24). Encouraged by these reports, we adopted a similar strategy to select for U-box mutants based on UB transfer from xUbcH5b. In the selection scheme, we used xUba1(UFD) to load biotin-labeled wt UB (biotin-UB) onto xUbcH5b (Fig. 1A). We then reacted the biotin-UB-xUbcH5b conjugate with the E4B U-box library displayed on the phage surface. U-box mutants that were recognized by xUbcH5b would be covalently conjugated with biotin-UB and the corresponding phage particles selected by affinity binding with streptavidin. We found that the E4B U-box could be displayed well on M13 phage and that it was highly active in autoubiquitination with wt UbcH5b (fig. S4A). We also used model selection to confirm that wt U-box displayed on phage could be selected with high efficiency (fig. S4, B and C).

We carried out five rounds of phage selection on the E4B U-box library. As the selection proceeded, we observed a gradual increase in the number of phage eluted from the biotin-UB loading reaction compared to the controls with either xUba1(UFD) or xUbcH5b missing from the reaction (fig. S4D). Sequencing of the U-box clones from the fifth round revealed a clear pattern of convergence (Fig. 1B). Among the 30 clones sequenced, KB2 appeared seven times, and KB5, KB7, and KB8 homologous to KB2 appeared two or three times. The most significant

### Table 1. Mutants of UB, E1, E2, and E3 for the assembly of the OUT cascade with E4B and CHIP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>xUB (human)</th>
<th>E1</th>
<th>xUba1 (yeast)</th>
<th>xUba1 (human)</th>
<th>xUba1(UFD) (human)</th>
<th>xE2</th>
<th>xUbc1 (yeast)</th>
<th>xUbcH5b (human)</th>
<th>xE3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Fig. 1. Phage selection for the orthogonal xUbcH5b-xU-box pair for E4B. (A) wt UB labeled with biotin (wt-UB) was activated by xUba1(UFD) and loaded on xUbcH5b. The U-box library of E4B was displayed on the surface of M13 phage. Phage displaying U-box mutants reactive with xUbcH5b were conjugated with biotin-UB and selected by binding to streptavidin. ATP, adenosine 5'-triphosphate; AMP, adenosine 5'-monophosphate. (B) Sequence alignment of U-box mutants of E4B from phage selection. Sites of randomized residues in the loop1 of the E4B U-box are marked by red asterisks. After five rounds of selection, 30 phage clones were sequenced; the alignment of the sequences showed that the phage library was converged to KB2 and other highly homologous clones.
change in the selected clones was that the negatively charged D1238 in wt U-box was replaced with positively charged His or Arg, a change that matched K4E and K8E mutations in xUbcH5b by restoring charge complementarity at the E2–U-box interface. In addition, R1233 was frequently converted to Lys, and L1236 was almost uniformly converted to Ile. The same L1236I mutation was enriched by T7 phage selection to enhance UB transfer from wt UbcH5c to E4B U-box (24). In the other two randomized positions, M1236 and T1239, wt residues dominated in the selected pool. T1239 was almost never changed, suggesting that its interaction with D1254 on the opposing helix might be important for U-box structure and activity (fig. S3B). We prepared phage with selected clones KB2 and KB12 and found that the U-box mutants displayed on phage could be efficiently conjugated with biotin-UB transferred through the xUba1(UFD)-xUbcH5b pair (Fig. 2A). This implies that the U-box mutants were selected on the basis of catalytic UB transfer to the phage library.

**Activity of the selected U-box mutants of E4B**

We expressed the U-box mutants KB2, KB7, KB9, KB11, and KB12 fused to a flag tag and reacted them with wt UB in the presence of the xUba1(UFD)-xUbcH5b pair. We stopped the reaction at monoubiquitination to compare the reactivity of U-box variants (Fig. 2B). All the U-box mutants were active with the xUba1(UFD)-xUbcH5b pair in modification with wt UB. They were also active with the xUba1-xUbcH5b pair that transferred xUB to the U-box (Fig. 2C). Next, we cloned the U-box mutants into the full-length E4B (fE4B) to assay if they could mediate xUB transfer to fE4B and then to its substrate p53 (11). We chose KB2 and KB12 for incorporation into fE4B because KB2 is the most abundant U-box clone from phage selection, and KB12 only differed from KB2 by an Arg instead of His replacing D1238. fE4B is a large protein of 1137 residues (1). We found that it could be expressed in *Escherichia coli* with a pET vector and that its activity could be enhanced by ammonium sulfate precipitation after eluting the protein from the nickel–nitriiotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) column. wt fE4B could be efficiently ubiquitinated with wt UB through the wt Uba1-UbcH5b pair, yet it could not be modified by xUB through the xUba1-xUbcH5b pair (Fig. 3A). In contrast, fE4B with U-box mutants of KB2 and KB12 (fE4B-KB2 and fE4B-KB12) could be efficiently ubiquitinated with xUB through the xUba1-xUbcH5b pair. We have thus constructed an OUT cascade for xUB transfer to fE4B-KB2 or fE4B-KB12. We also found that xUB could be transferred...
Constructing an OUT cascade with CHIP

We set out to use phage selection to identify U-box mutants of CHIP with restored UB transfer from xUbcH5b. However, although the full-length CHIP including the U-box domain could be displayed on the phage surface, it was not active in autoubiquitination reactions with wt UB transferred through the wt Uba1-UbcH5b pair (Fig. 3B). CHIP functions as a dimer, so the lack of activity was attributed to the inability of CHIP to form suitable dimers when displayed on phage (fig. S3C) (20, 25). To address this challenge, we took an alternative approach by transplanting the mutated loop1 residues from the KB2 and KB12 variants of the E4B U-box into CHIP. We reasoned that this might restore CHIP interaction with xUbcH5b because the U-box domains of CHIP and E4B are highly homologous in structure, although their loop1 sequences do not align well (Fig. 1B and fig. S3). To this end, loop1 residues 213CGKISFE219 in the CHIP U-box were replaced with corresponding residues from the KB2 U-box (1233KDPIMHT1239) and KB12 U-box (1233KDPIMRT1239), generating CHIP-KB2 and CHIP-KB12, respectively (Table 1). The success of this design was confirmed in xUB autoubiquitination reactions with the xUB1-xUbcH5b pair (Fig. 3C). Furthermore, both CHIP mutants could transfer xUB to p53, a known CHIP substrate (26), at an efficiency comparable to wt UB transfer by wt CHIP (Fig. 4B). Moreover, xUB could not be transferred to p53 through the crossover cascade of xUba1-xUbcH5b~wt CHIP. These results demonstrated that either CHIP-KB2 or CHIP-KB12 could be used as an xCHIP in an OUT cascade to profile its substrates.

Profiling E4B and CHIP substrates by OUT

We decided to use fE4B-KB2 as xE4B and CHIP-KB12 as xCHIP to assemble the OUT cascades of the two U-box E3s and profile their substrates in the cell (Table 1). To assay the orthogonality of the OUT cascades with the native UB transferring enzymes in the cell, we expressed xUba1 or wt Uba1 in HEK293 cells with the coexpression of xUB or wt UB with a tandem 6xHis tag and a biotin tag at the N terminus (HBT-xUB or HBT~wt UB) (27). Coimmunoprecipitation proves the formation of the xUB~xUba1 conjugate but not the xUB~wt Uba1 or wt UB~xUba1 conjugates in the cell (fig. S5A). This suggests that xUB is specifically transferred to xUba1 of the OUT cascade. Similarly, we found that xUB was transferred to xUbcH5b or xE4B or xCHIP expressed in the cell but not the native E2 or E3 enzymes (fig. S5, B to D). This proves that the OUT cascade exclusively delivered xUB to xE3 in the cell.

We generated stable HEK293 cell lines expressing the OUT cascades of E4B and CHIP. We transiently transfected the cell lines to express
HBT-xUB (fig. S6A). To isolate the substrate proteins, cells were lysed and xUB-conjugated proteins were purified by tandem affinity chromatography with Ni-NTA and streptavidin resin under denaturing conditions. The substrates bound to the streptavidin resin were digested by trypsin and identified by mass spectrometry (MS) proteomics. To filter away proteins bound nonspecifically to the resin or conjugated to xUB independent of xE3, HBT-xUB was expressed in stable cell lines that expressed the xUBa1-xUbcH5b pair without xE4B or xCHIP. xUB-conjugated proteins were purified from the control cells and identified by MS. Comparison of the profiles of xUB-conjugated proteins from cells expressing the OUT cascade and the control cells identified proteins that were dependent on xE4B or xCHIP for modification by xUB. These proteins are candidates for the direct ubiquitination targets of E4B and CHIP in the cell.

Following this protocol, we generated profiles of xUB-conjugated proteins in the cells expressing the E4B OUT cascade and in control cells expressing the xUBa1-xUbcH5b pair without xE4B (fig. S6, B and C). To compare the two profiles, we calculated the ratio of peptide spectrum matches (PSMs) of each protein purified from cells with the OUT cascade versus the control cells. We performed tandem purification and proteomic profiling on the two cell lines three times. Proteins with a PSM ratio equal to or greater than 2 in all three repeats are listed in table S1. With the same approach, we generated a profile of CHIP substrates from the OUT screen (fig. S6E and table S2).

Among a few E4B substrates reported, we found p53 as an E4B target identified by OUT (table S1). Bioinformatics analysis of the E4B substrates with the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) revealed that a protein network controlling DNA replication, recombination, and repair had the most significant association with potential E4B substrates—p53 and 31 other E4B substrates from the OUT screen were associated with this network (table S3). The CHIP substrates identified by OUT included a known CHIP targets such as p53, protein Arg N-methyltransferase 5 (PRMT5), filamin-A, and Hsp70 chaperones (28). IPA suggested that CHIP substrates were associated most significantly with a regulatory network of cell death and survival and DNA replication, recombination, and repair, which included p53, protein phosphatase 3 catalytic subunit alpha (PPP3CA), and 30 other substrates from the OUT screen (table S4). We found that several kinases and methyltransferases are potential targets of E4B and CHIP; their ubiquitination by the U-box E3s might underlie new mechanisms of cell regulation. For example, protein PRMT1 (protein arginine N-methyltransferase 1), kinase MAPK3 (mitogen-activated protein kinase 3), and phosphatase PPP3CA are potentially shared substrates of E4B and CHIP; deubiquitinase OTUB1 (ovarian tumor domain containing ubiquitin aldehyde

Fig. 4. xUB transfer through the OUT cascade of E4B and CHIP to p53. (A) E4B-KB2 and E4B-KB12 could assemble an OUT cascade with xUBa1 and xUbcH5b to mediate xUB transfer to p53. The efficiency of p53 ubiquitination by xUB and the OUT cascade was similar to p53 ubiquitination with wt UB and the wt Uba1-UbcH5b-E4B cascade. In contrast, wt E4B could not pair with xUBa1-xUbcH5b to transfer xUB to p53, suggesting the orthogonality between the OUT cascade and native E3s. Mutant E4B KB2 or KB12 could not pair with wt Uba1-wt UbcH5b to transfer wt UB to p53. (B) Similar to E4B OUT cascade, CHIP-KB2 and CHIP-KB12 could relay with xUBa1-xUbcH5b to transfer xUB to p53. The efficiency of xUB modification of p53 by the CHIP OUT cascades was similar to that of p53 modification by wt UB going through the wt Uba1-UbcH5b-CHIP cascade. xUB could not be transferred to p53 with the crossover cascade of xUBa1-xUbcH5b-wt CHIP. wt UB could not be transferred to p53 with the crossover cascade of wt Uba1-wt UbcH5b-mutant CHIP (KB2 or KB12).
targets of E4B and CHIP; inhibiting the expression of either E3 would significantly affect the ubiquitination of these substrates in the cell. Using the same assay, we confirmed that ubiquitination of PGAM5 and OTUB1 was dependent on E4B—their ubiquitination was significantly decreased in shE4B cells, and the ubiquitination level was restored by overexpressing E4B in shE4B cells (Fig. 6B). Similarly, we confirmed CHIP-dependent ubiquitination of β-catenin and CDK4 in the cell (Fig. 6D).

To measure the effect of E4B and CHIP expression on the stability of the identified substrate proteins, we expressed increasing amounts of the E3 enzymes in HEK293 cells and assay the level of substrate proteins by immunoblotting. We found that expression of E4B significantly decreased the level of PRMT1, PPP3CA, and OTUB1 in the cell and that synthesis of CHIP significantly decreased the level of PRMT1, MAPK3, PPP3CA, β-catenin, and CKD4 in the cell (Fig. 7). We also inhibited protein synthesis by cycloheximide (CHX) and compared the rate of substrate degradation in HEK293 cells with the overexpression of E4B and CHIP and with the decreased expression of the two E3s by shRNAs (Figs. 8 and 9). We found that overexpression of E4B accelerated the degradation of PRMT1, MAPK3, PPP3CA, and OTUB1 in HEK293 cells. Decreased E4B expression by shRNA extended the stability of PRMT1, MAPK3, PPP3CA, and OTUB1 in the cell (Fig. 8). We also found that overexpression of CHIP accelerated the degradation of PRMT1, MAPK3, PPP3CA, β-catenin, and CDK4 in HEK293 cells and that decreased CHIP expression by shRNA stabilized these proteins in the cell (Fig. 9). These results suggest a direct regulatory relationship between the E4B and CHIP and their ubiquitination targets in the cell.

Verification of E4B and CHIP substrates

We expressed PRMT1, MAPK3, PPP3CA, PGAM5, OTUB1, β-catenin, and CDK4 in E. coli and set up in vitro ubiquitination reactions with wt fE4B and wt CHIP. Substrates expressed from the E. coli might not have the proper posttranslational modification such as phosphorylation to mediate recognition by an E3, or adaptor proteins could be missing to mediate UB transfer. Nevertheless, we observed polyubiquitination of PRMT1, MAPK3, and OTUB1 when wt UB was transferred through the wt Uba1-UbcH5b-fE4B cascade. PPP3CA and PGAM5 mainly gave monoubiquitinated species after reaction with the UB transfer cascade of E4B (Fig. 5A). We also found that CHIP could polyubiquitinate MAPK3, β-catenin, and CKD4 and that CHIP ubiquitination of PRMT1 and PPP3CA generated monoubiquitinated species (Fig. 5B).

To verify the ubiquitination of the identified substrate proteins by E4B and CHIP in the cell, we transfected HEK293 cells with short hairpin RNA (shRNA) against E4B or CHIP and screened them for stable cell lines with inhibited expression of the E3s (Fig. 6, A and C). HEK293 cells overexpressing E4B or CHIP or cells overexpressing an E3 and, at the same time, stably transfected with shRNA against the same E3 were also screened. Substrate-specific antibodies were used to immunoprecipitate each substrate protein from the cells, and an anti-UB antibody was used to probe their ubiquitination levels. We found a decreased level of ubiquitination of PRMT1, MAPK3, and PPP3CA in the cells expressing shRNA against E4B or CHIP. Overexpression of either E4B or CHIP in cells stably transfected with shE4B or shCHIP significantly increased ubiquitination of the substrates (Fig. 6, B and D). These results suggest that PRMT1, MAPK3, and PPP3CA are likely shared ubiquitination targets of E4B and CHIP; inhibiting the expression of either E3 would

![Fig. 5. In vitro assay to verify that E4B and CHIP catalyzed the ubiquitination of the substrates.](http://advances.sciencemag.org/)

(A) Ubiquitination of PRMT1, MAPK3, PPP3CA, PGAM5, and OTUB1 by wt UB through the wt Uba1-UbcH5b-fE4B cascade (lane 1). In lanes 2, 3, 4, and 5, wt E4B, Uba1, UbcH5b, and wt UB were missing from the reaction mixture, respectively. GST, glutathione S-transferase. (B) Ubiquitination of PRMT1, MAPK3, PPP3CA, β-catenin, and CDK4 by wt UB through the wt Uba1-UbcH5b-CHIP cascade (lane 1). In lanes 2, 3, 4, and 5, wt CHIP, Uba1, UbcH5b, and wt UB were missing from the reaction mixture, respectively. Bands marked with asterisks were likely generated by monoubiquitinated substrates.

been shown to be part of the unfolded protein response (UPR) stimulated by ER stress (10, 31, 32). Thus, to determine whether CHIP-mediated polyubiquitination plays a role in the control of CDK4 under ER stress, we treated control HEK293 cells and cells stably expressing shCHIP with the ER stress inducer tunicamycin (Fig. 10A). CDK4 protein levels were decreased in control cells by tunicamycin in a concentration-dependent manner, whereas tunicamycin did not significantly alter CDK4 levels in shCHIP cells (Fig. 10B). We detected robust interaction between CDK4 and Hsp90 or CDC37 in control HEK293 cells treated with MG132, and these interactions were significantly down-regulated after tunicamycin treatment even under proteasome inhibition (Fig. 10, C and E). In shCHIP cells, the levels of CDK4-Hsp90 and CDK4-CDC37 complexes were significantly lower than those in control cells, and tunicamycin minimally affected these complexes. In contrast, CDK4 interaction with Hsp70 was affected by tunicamycin or shCHIP only modestly (Fig. 10D). These observations suggest that ER stress induced by tunicamycin inhibits CDK4 association with the Hsp90-CDC37 complex and targets CDK4 to CHIP-mediated polyubiquitination and proteasomal degradation.

**DISCUSSION**

Here, we constructed OUT cascades for U-box E3s E4B and CHIP and used the OUT screen to identify hundreds of proteins as their potential substrates. Previously, only a few E4B substrates were reported in the

---

**Fig. 6. E4B and CHIP-dependent ubiquitination of substrate proteins in HEK293 cells.** (A) Inhibition of E4B expression in HEK293 cells by shE4B was confirmed by Western blotting probed with an antibody against E4B. (B) Ubiquitination of PRMT1, MAPK3, PPP3CA, PGAM5, and OTUB1 in HEK293 cells was assayed by immunoprecipitation with antibodies against each substrate proteins and probing their ubiquitination levels with an anti-UB antibody on the Western blots. The cells were treated with 10 μM MG132 for 1.5 hours before they were lysed. The ubiquitination of each substrate protein was compared among the control HEK293 cell (HEK293), HEK293 expressing shE4B (shE4B), HEK293 expressing both shE4B and recombinant E4B complementary DNA (cDNA) (shE4B + OE), and HEK293 overexpressing E4B from recombinant cDNA (OE). IgG, immunoglobulin G. (C) Similar to (A) to confirm the inhibition of CHIP expression in HEK293 cells by shCHIP. (D) Similar to (B) to confirm CHIP-dependent ubiquitination of PRMT1, MAPK3, PPP3CA, β-catenin, and CDK4 in HEK293 cell (HEK293) and its derivatives expressing shCHIP (shCHIP), shCHIP and recombinant CHIP (shCHIP + OE), and recombinant CHIP (OE).
literature including p53, ataxin-3, FEZ1 (fasciculation and elongation protein zeta 1), and EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor) (11, 33–35).

We found p53 among the E4B substrates identified by OUT (table S1) (36). We verified that kinase MAPK3, methyltransferase PRMT1, protein phosphatases PPP3CA and PGAM5, and deubiquitinase OTUB1 were ubiquitinated by E4B in vitro and in HEK293 cells (37–40). The crucial roles of these enzymes in cell cycle, DNA repair, gene regulation, etc. render E4B a key position in certain cell signaling networks.

In contrast to the limited knowledge about E4B substrates, more CHIP substrates have been identified including kinases Akt, Src, and MEKK2 (MAP3K2) and ASK1 (MAP3K5) of the MAPK pathway (41–44). From the OUT screen, we identified MAPK3, another kinase in the MAPK pathway, as a CHIP substrate. Two protein Arg methyltransferases PRMT1 and PRMT5 were found in the OUT screen as CHIP substrates. Ubiquitination of PRMT1 by CHIP was confirmed in our work, whereas ubiquitination of PRMT5 by CHIP was recently reported (45). We have also confirmed CHIP ubiquitination of protein phosphatase PPP3CA and β-catenin, the master transcriptional regulator in the Wnt signaling pathway. It is well established that the Skp1–Cullin–F-box E3 complex including β-TrCP as an F-box component polyubiquitinates cytoplasmic β-catenin under basal conditions without the Wnt signal (46–49). In addition to the canonical β-TrCP–dependent E3 activity, several other E3s have been shown to ubiquitinate β-catenin in the literature. For example, Mule/Huwe1 could down-regulate β-catenin under hyperactive Wnt signaling, whereas c-Cbl and TRIM33 may specifically target nuclear β-catenin (50–52). Our identification of CHIP as another E3 for β-catenin awaits further investigations on physiological cellular contexts that require CHIP-mediated degradation of β-catenin and possible involvement of the β-catenin control in the understudied roles of CHIP in tumorigenesis (53).

The OUT screen identified a number of chaperone proteins as CHIP targets, such as Hsp70, CDC37, DNAJ (DNAJA1 and DNAJC7), and co-chaperones BAG2 and BAG6 (table S2). It is known that CHIP is a co-chaperone of Hsp70 and Hsp90 and can ubiquitinate these proteins when they do not carry cargos (3, 54). The OUT screen with CHIP suggests an even broader association of CHIP with molecular chaperones in the protein quality control cycle, where it serves in triage between refolding and degradation. Furthermore, our study demonstrated that
ER stress triggers CHIP-mediated polyubiquitination of CDK4. In the absence of proteotoxicity, the CDC37-Hsp90 complex binds to and stabilizes a substantial population of CDK4 (29, 30). Our data showed that upon ER stress induced by tunicamycin, the interaction between CDK4 and CDC37-Hsp90 is down-regulated and CDK4 actively undergoes CHIP-dependent proteasomal degradation. Activation of UPR in response to ER stress leads to cell cycle arrest in the G1 phase. The transient cessation of proliferation is thought to contribute to cellular adaptation and allow cells to attempt to reestablish homeostatic conditions or commit to death. A previous study suggested the involvement of translational repression of the CDK4-regulatory subunit cyclin D1 in the process of ER stress–induced arrest (55). Our data on the CHIP-CDK4 axis suggest that ubiquitination also plays roles in proteotoxicity-induced cell cycle arrest. Consistently, a recent study showed that parkin (PARK2) ubiquitinates and degrades cyclins D and E (56). Thus, proteasome-mediated degradation of G1-S regulators is likely to function as a translation-independent mechanism of cell cycle control in response to proteostasis. Hsp90 inhibitors have been developed and tested as anticancer drugs (57), and further investigations are necessary to elucidate the roles of the chaperone-associated E3s and their substrates in tumor suppression and sensitivity to anti-Hsp90 therapies.

The verification of E4B and CHIP substrates from the OUT screen proves that OUT is an effective platform for profiling the substrate spe-
cificities of the U-box E3s. Because E3s play key roles in cell regulation, many methods have been developed to identify the substrates of E3s to reveal their biological functions. The transient interactions between E3s and their substrates and many auxiliary proteins associated with E3 such as adaptors or regulators make it a significant challenge to identify E3 substrates. Still, conventional coimmunoprecipitation methods have been useful in defining the scope of E3 substrates based on binding affinity (58, 59). A reasonable readout of UB conjugation is the proteasomal degradation of the ubiquitinated proteins. By correlating the change in protein stability with the expression of an E3, a powerful method known as “global protein stability profiling” has been developed to assign E3 substrates (60, 61). The recent development of anti-diGly antibody and advanced proteomic technology allows the quantitative comparison of protein ubiquitination levels in the cell (62, 63). This enables the assignment of E3 substrates by following the changes of protein ubiquitination levels upon the perturbation of E3 expression (64, 65). To identify the direct ubiquitination targets of an E3, researchers have developed ingenious methods such as “UBAIT” and “Ubiquitin Ligase Substrate Trapping” by constructing fusions of E3 with UB or with UB binding proteins to capture E3 substrates after UB transfer (66, 67). In another creative approach, E2 for Nedd8 transfer is fused with E3 to turn E3 into a “NEDDylator.” E3 substrates can then be identified among neddylated proteins in the cell.

Fig. 9. Degradation of CHIP substrate proteins assayed by CHX chase. (A) Comparison of the rate of substrate degradation in HEK293 cells with CHIP overexpressed (CHIP OE) or inhibition of CHIP expression by shRNA (shCHIP). A total of 5 x 10⁶ cells were transfected with various plasmids, and the cells were treated with CHX (100 mg/ml) 48 hours after transfection. Cell extracts were collected at 0, 2, 4, and 6 hours after incubation with CHX, followed by immunoblotting with substrate-specific antibodies. (B) Quantitative analysis of the levels of the substrate proteins in the cells after CHX chase. Data are representative of three independent trials.
An E. coli–based selection system to screen E2–E3 and E3-substrate relationships has also been reported recently (69). The advantage of OUT is that it identifies the substrate of an E3 directly based on the catalytic transfer of UB from a designated E3 to its ubiquitination targets. The OUT cascade reenacts the action of native UB transfer cascades in the cell except that it exclusively delivers an affinity-tagged xUB to the substrates of a specific E3. The disadvantage of OUT is that the OUT cascade needs to be engineered with each E3 under investigation. We have shown that we can generate xUB-xE1 and xE1-xE2 pairs by mutating key residues in E1 and E2 based on sequence homology with xUba1 and xUbc1 (fig. S1). Here, we also generated xE2-xCHIP pairs based on the homology of the loop1 residues between CHIP and E4B (fig. S3). We expect that the strategy of loop grafting to engineer xE2-xE3 pairs could be used on other U-box E3s including UIP5, CYC4, and Prp19, each of which is poorly characterized (4, 5).

U-box domains share significant structural homology with the RING domains (4). As for U-box domains, the loop1 region in the RING is a key site to engage E2s (17, 19). Thus, it would be of interest to test whether mutations in the U-box can be transplanted to RING domains to generate xE2-xE3 pairs. If transplantation of mutations is not effective, then the phage selection platform we developed for U-box could be used to engineer xE2-xE3 pairs with RING domains to further extend the reach of the OUT cascade.

It should be noted that in the xUB-expressing stable cells, both xUB and wt UB are present. xUB contains all seven lysine residues, each of which can act as a receptor for a wt UB, resulting in the formation of wt UB–xUB chains. In addition, xUB can function as a donor (with xE1-xE2-xE3) to react with the wt UB to form wt UB–xUB chains. A large...
Table 2. Peptides unique to wt UB identified by proteomics. Peptides with the sequence "EGIDPPDQQR" and "ESTLHVLVR" would originate from wt UB but not from xUB (Fig. 11). The two peptides were present in all data sets collected with the OUT cascade of E4B and CHIP. This suggests that wt UB was conjugated to E4B or CHIP substrates that were purified by binding to HBT-xUB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptide</th>
<th>Screen with the OUT cascade of E4B</th>
<th>Screen with the OUT cascade of CHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No. of PSMs (screen 1)</td>
<td>No. of PSMs (screen 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGIDPPDQQR</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESTLHVLVR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Materials and Methods**

The following antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology: anti-β-catenin (sc-7963), anti-CHIP (sc-66830), anti-c-Myc (sc-40), anti-GST (sc-138), anti-heatagglutinin (HA) (sc-7392), anti-MAPK3 (sc-94), anti-OTUB1 (sc-130458), anti-p53 (sc-126), anti-PGAM5 (sc-161156), anti-PP2B-A (sc-9070), anti-PRMT1 (sc-59648), anti-tubulin (sc-23948), anti-UB (sc-8017), anti-V5 (sc-271944), and goat anti-rabbit IgG (sc-2004). Goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (31438) was from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Penta-His antibody (34660) was from Qiagen. Anti-flag (M2) antibody (F3165) was from Sigma-Aldrich. P53 protein (SP-452-020) was from R&D Systems. Biotin-conjugated wt UB was from Boston Biochem. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers were from Integrated DNA Technologies and are listed in table S5.

**Constructing the expression plasmids for xUBa1 and xUbcH5b**

To incorporate mutations Q608R, S621R, and D623R into the UFD domain of human UBa1, primer pairs Bo13-Bo73 and Bo184-Bo185 were used to amplify the human UBa1 gene to generate pET-xUBa1. Overlap extension of the amplification fragments would afford the plasmid pET-xUBa1 for the expression of the xUBa1 protein. Primers Kar64 and Kar65 were used to amplify human UbcH5b gene to incorporate the K4E and K8E mutations to generate pET-xUbcH5b.

**Displaying the E4B U-box domain on M13 phage and verification of the catalytic activity**

Primers Kar77 and Kar78 were used to clone the U-box domain of E4B into the phagemid vector pJF3H to display the U-box on phage with a C-terminal flag tag (70). Phage preparation was performed following the protocol reported previously (12). The display of the U-box domain on phage was confirmed by Western blotting probed with an anti-flag antibody. To confirm the catalytic activity of the U-box domain displayed on phage surface, ubiquitination reactions were set up with 2 × 10^10 phage particles, 0.5 μM Uba1, 6 μM Ubch5b, and 14 μM HA-xUB in buffer with 50 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl2, 3 mM ATP, and 50 μM dithiothreitol (DTT). After 1-hour incubation at room temperature, the reaction mixture was analyzed by SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and Western blotting probed with an anti-HA antibody. To analyze the ubiquitination of the U-box protein on phage by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, the reaction was set up with similar conditions with the use of 0.2 μM biotin–wt UB replacing HA–UB. After the reaction, phage particles were bound to a 96-well plate coated with streptavidin, and the reaction was diluted 10-fold across the plate. After incubation, the plate was washed with TBS [25 mM tris (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% Triton X-100, and 0.05% Tween 20] and TBS [25 mM tris (pH 7.5) and 150 mM NaCl]. Phage bound to the plate was revealed by an anti-M13 antibody–horseradish peroxidase conjugate.

**Selecting the E4B U-box library by phage display**

Detailed procedures for library construction and selection are documented in the study by Bhuripanyo (71). Residues to be randomized in the E4B U-box (R1233, L1236, M1237, D1238, and T1239) were first mutated to Ala to generate phagemid pJF-E4B U-box 5Ala. For mutagenesis, the U-box gene was amplified by two sets of primers Kar77-Kar203 and Kar78-Kar204. The PCR fragments were assembled by overlap extension for cloning into the pJF phagemid. For randomization of the five residues, pJF-E4B U-box 5Ala was used as the template for PCR reactions with primer pairs Jun13-Karlib2 and Karlib1-Kar78. The overlap extension of the amplified fragments was cloned into pJF phagemid to generate the library. The library DNA was transformed into SS320 cells (Agilent) by electroproporation. The cells were plated on LB-agar plates containing ampicillin (100 μg/ml) and 2% glucose and incubated overnight at 37°C. The phagemid DNA for the library was prepared with a DNA Maxiprep kit (Qiagen). The library phage was prepared as reported previously (12).

For the first round of phage selection, 10^10 phage were reacted with 1 μM xUBa1 (UFD), 10 μM xUbcH5b, and 0.5 μM biotin–wt UB for 1 hour. Phage were diluted 10-fold into 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA)–TBST and bound to a streptavidin plate for 1 hour at room temperature. The plate was washed 30 times with 0.1% BSA-TBST. One hundred microliters of TBS containing 100 mM DTT was added to each well to elute the phage particles. Phage eluted was added to a culture of XL1-Blue cells, and the culture was shaken slowly for 2 hours at 37°C.
Assaying the activity of the selected U-box mutants of E4B
The U-box mutants from phage selection were cloned into the PET vector to express the proteins with a C-terminal flag tag. Ubiquitination of the U-box was set up with 5 μM U-box mutant, 0.1 μM xUBa1 (UFD), 2 μM xUbCH5b, and 5 μM HA-UB in buffer with 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl2, and 1.5 mM ATP. The reaction was incubated at 37°C for 10 min and was subject to SDS-PAGE and Western blotting with an anti-flag antibody.

The fE4B gene was cloned into the PET30a plasmid for protein expression with an N-terminal flag tag. To incorporate mutations of KB2 into the fE4B gene, primer set Kar239-Kar241 was used to amplify the U-box gene. The fragment was assembled with the PCR fragment generated with the Kar238-Kar242 pair and cloned into the PET30a-wt E4B plasmid for expression of the fE4B-KB2 protein. Similarly, primer set Kar240-Kar241 was used to incorporate the mutations of KB2 into the E4B gene to express the fE4B-KB2 protein. The PET30a expression vector for fE4B-KB2 and fE4B-KB12 would express fE4B mutants with an N-terminal flag.

To express the fE4B protein and the KB2 and KB12 mutants, the PET30a plasmids were transformed into ArcticExpress (DE3) cells (Agilent). The cells were grown in terrific broth supplemented with kanamycin (70 mg/ml) at 37°C. When the culture reached an optical density of 1.0, the culture was cooled down to 13°C, and IPTG (isopropyl-β-d-thiogalactopyranoside) was added to a concentration of 4 mM. The culture was shaken at 13°C for 18 hours. The cells were then harvested, and the proteins were purified with a Ni-NTA affinity column (Qiagen) according to the vendor’s protocol. Protein eluted from the column was dialyzed overnight at 4°C in a precipitation buffer containing 50 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1 M ammonium sulfate, 1 M KCl, 5 mM DTT, and 10% glycerol. The protein precipitation was collected by centrifugation and was dissolved in TBS supplemented with 10 mM MgCl2.

Ubiquitination reactions were set up with 5 μM wt fE4B, fE4B-KB2, or fE4B-KB12; 2 μM wt Uba1 or xUBa1; 10 μM wt UbCH5b or xUbCH5b; and 60 μM wt UB or xUB. The reaction was allowed to proceed at 37°C for 2 hours and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting with an anti-flag antibody.

Cloning and assaying the activity of xCHIP
The loop-transplanting mutants of xCHIP-KB2 and xCHIP-KB12 were constructed by PCR amplification of the CHIP gene with Kar232-Kar306 or Kar233-Kar306 primer pairs. The fragments were assembled with CHIP gene fragment amplified with the Kar234-Kar306 primer pair to generate the mutant CHIP genes. They were then cloned into the PET vector for protein expression. Ubiquitination of CHIP and CHIP-catalyzed p53 ubiquitination were set up similar to the reaction with E4B. Ubiquitination of CHIP was analyzed by Western blotting probed with an anti-CHIP antibody.

In vitro ubiquitination of substrate proteins
Genes of potential substrate proteins PRMT1, MAPK3, PPP3CA, and PGAM5 were cloned into PET vector for protein expression. Genes of OTUB1 and β-catenin were cloned into pGEX vector. The plasmids were transformed into BL21 (DE3) or ArcticExpress (DE3) cells to express the protein. To assay ubiquitination by E4B or CHIP, 5 to 10 μM substrate proteins were incubated with 1 μM wtUB, 2 μM wtUBCH5b, and 50 μM wtUB in TBS supplemented with 10 mM MgCl2 and 1.5 mM ATP. After 2-hour reaction at room temperature, the ubiquitination of substrates was analyzed by Western blotting probed with either substrate-specific antibodies or antibodies against the GST tag fused to the substrates.

Lentiviral vector construction and selection for stable cell lines
pLent6-hygromycin-HBT-xUB plasmids for the expression of HBT-xUB were constructed by PCR-amplifying the xUB gene and the Histag tag from the plasmid pQCXIP HBT-UB (27). The two fragments were overlap-extended and cloned into the pLenti vector with a hygromycin-resistant gene. Flag-xUBa1 gene was amplified with primers WY15 and WY16 and cloned into pLenti6-blasticidin vector. V5-xUbCH5b gene was amplified with primers WY101 and WY102 and cloned into pLent4-zeocin vector. Flag-xE4B and flag-xCHIP genes were amplified with primers Kar301-Kar302 and Kar303-Kar304 pairs, respectively, and cloned into pLent4-puromycin plasmid. Virus packaging of the pLenti plasmids, infection, and selection of stable cell lines were performed according to the protocol for the ViraPower Lentiviral Expression System. Stable HEK293 cell lines expressing Flag-xUBa1 and V5-xUbCH5a were selected with blasticidin (10 μg/ml) and zeocin (100 μg/ml), respectively. Stable cell lines for myc-xE4B and myc-xCHIP were selected with puromycin (1 μg/ml). Expression of transfected genes was induced by the addition of doxycycline (1 μg/ml) to the medium.

Tandem affinity purification of xUB-conjugated proteins
Tandem purification of HBT-xUB-conjugated proteins was performed as previously described (27). Briefly, 30 dishes (10 cm in diameter) of HEK293 cells stably expressing the xUBa1-xUbCH5b-xE4B-xCHIP cascade were acutely infected with lentivirus HBT-xUB for 72 hours. To inhibit proteasome activity, cells were treated with 10 μM MG132 for 4 hours at 37°C. Cells were then washed twice with ice-cold 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4) and harvested by a cell scraper with buffer A [8 M urea, 300 mM NaCl, 50 mM tris, 50 mM NaH2PO4, 0.5% NP-40, 1 M phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, and benzonase (125 U/ml) (pH 8.0)]. For Ni-NTA purification, cell lysates were centrifuged at 15,000g for 30 min at room temperature. Thirty-five microliters of Ni2+ Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare) for each 1 mg of protein lysates was added to the clarified supernatant. After incubation overnight at room temperature in buffer A with 10 mM imidazole on a rocking platform, Ni2+ Sepharose beads were pelleted by centrifugation at 100g for 3 min and washed sequentially with a 20-bead volume of buffer A (pH 8.0), buffer A (pH 6.5), and buffer A (pH 6.3) with 10 mM imidazole. After washing the beads, proteins were eluted twice with a 5-bead volume of buffer B [8 M urea, 200 mM NaCl, 50 mM NaH2PO4, 2% SDS, 10 mM EDTA, 100 mM tris, and 250 mM imidazole (pH 4.3)]. For streptavidin purification, the elution solution was adjusted to pH 8.0. Fifty microliters of streptavidin
Sepharose beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was added to the elution to bind HBT-xUB–conjugated proteins. After incubation on a rocking platform overnight at room temperature, streptavidin beads were pelleted and washed sequentially with 1.5 ml of buffer C [8 M urea, 200 mM NaCl, 2% SDS, and 100 mM tris (pH 8.0)], buffer D [8 M urea, 1.2 M NaCl, 0.2% SDS, 100 mM tris, 10% EtOH, and 10% isopropanol (pH 8.0)], and buffer E [8 M urea and 100 mM NH₄HCO₃ (pH 8)].

**Sample digestion and LC-MS/MS analysis**

After washing, the streptavidin beads were spun down, residual urea was removed, and liquid chromatography coupled to tandem MS (LC-MS/MS) on an Orbitrap Fusion mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was performed at the Emory Integrated Proteomics Core (EIPC) according to previously published methods (72, 73). Collected spectra were searched using Proteome Discoverer 2.0 against human UniProt database (90,300 target sequences). Searching parameters included fully tryptic restriction and a parent ion mass tolerance (±20 parts per million). Methionine oxidation (+15.99492 Da), asparagine and glutamine deamidation (+0.98402 Da), lysine ubiquitination (+114.04293 Da), and protein N-terminal acetylation (+42.03670) were variable modifications (up to three were allowed per peptide); cysteine was assigned a fixed carbamidomethyl modification (+57.021465 Da). Percolator was used to filter the PSMS to a false discovery rate of 1%.

**Bioinformatics analysis**

IPA software (www.ingenuity.com) was used to map and identify the biological networks and molecular pathways with a significant proportion of genes having E4B or CHIP ubiquitination targets. Fisher’s exact test in IPA software was used to calculate the P values for pathways and networks. The level of statistical significance was set at P < 0.05. IPA was also used to visualize the identified biological networks.

**Lentiviral silencing of E4B and CHIP**

Lentiviral GIPZ plasmids encoding shRNAs against E4B and CHIP were obtained from GE Dharmacon, and lentiviruses were produced using the manufacturer’s lentivirus packaging system and 293FT cells. HEK293 cells were infected with each lentivirus, followed by selection with puromycin for stable cell populations. The efficiency of gene silencing in each shRNA group was determined by immunoblotting using appropriate control IgG (normal mouse or rabbit IgG corresponding to the host species of the primary antibody). Twenty microliters of resuspended volume of Protein A/G PLUS-Agarose was added to the supernatant, and incubation was continued for 30 min at 4°C. The agarose beads were pelleted by centrifugation at 2500 rpm for 5 min at 4°C. From the cleared cell lysate, a volume containing 2 mg of the total protein was transferred to a new tube. Thirty microliters (that is, 6 μg) of primary antibody against a specific substrate protein was then added, and incubation was continued for 1 hour at 4°C. After incubation, 50 μl of resuspended volume of Protein A/G PLUS-Agarose was added. The tubes were capped and incubated at 4°C overnight on a rocker platform. The agarose beads were pelleted by centrifugation at 2500 rpm for 5 min at 4°C. The beads were then washed four times each time with 1.0 ml of PBS. After the final wash, the beads were resuspended in 40 μl of 1× Laemmli buffer with β-mercaptoethanol. The samples were boiled for 5 min and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting probed with antibodies against UB.

**Protein degradation assays**

To examine the effect of E4B or CHIP on steady-state levels of the substrates, HEK293 cells (5 × 10⁶ cells) were transiently transfected with varying amounts of pLenti plasmid of E4B or CHIP with Lipofectamine 2000. Cells were harvested at 48 hours after transfection, and the amount of substrate proteins in the cell lysate was assayed by immunoblotting with substrate-specific antibodies. For CHX chase assays, HEK293 cells (5 × 10⁶ cells) were transiently transfected with 4 μg of empty pLenti, 8 μg of pLenti-E4B, or 4 μg of pLenti-CHIP plasmids. After 48 hours, cells were treated with CHX (100 μg/ml) to block de novo protein synthesis, and the cells were harvested after varying lengths of incubation time with CHX. The amount of substrate proteins in the cells was assayed by immunoblotting with antibodies against each substrate protein. Protein levels were normalized to tubulin. Alternatively, CHX chase assays were performed on HEK293 cells stably expressing anti-E4B or anti-CHIP shRNA to measure the effect of decreased expression of E4B or CHIP on substrate stability.

**Assays for ER stress**

HEK293 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and cultured under standard conditions recommended by the ATCC. HEK293 cells were cultured on 60-mm dishes to 40 to 50% confluence, treated with tunicamycin for 72 hours at the indicated concentrations to induce ER stress, and harvested for immunoblotting with anti-CDK4 antibody.

For immunoprecipitation with anti-CDK4, HEK293 Ctrl or shCHIP cells were incubated with tunicamycin (1 μg/ml) for 24 hours and then treated with 10 μM MG132 for 1.5 hours. The cells were lysed by sonication in RIPA lysis buffer as described previously (13). Four milligrams of protein lysates was incubated with 20 μl of anti-CDK4 agarose (#sc-260, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) overnight at 4°C. The beads were washed with RIPA buffer three times, and 60 μl of 1× SDS-PAGE loading buffer was added. The sample was boiled for 5 min. Half of the immunoprecipitates or 50 μg of the total protein lysate was loaded for SDS-PAGE and assayed by Western blotting. The membranes were probed with anti-HSP70 (SC-24, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-HSP90 (SC-13119, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-CDC37 (SC-13129, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-CHIP (SC-133066, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and anti-α-tubulin antibody (T6199, Sigma-Aldrich).
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